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Complete Cinema Solutions
Chasing all over for an integrated cinema solution? Christie® has it all:
awe-inspiring projected visuals, immersive audio, dynamic digital displays and
the services to keep your theater running smoothly. Engage your movie-going
audience in a complete cinema experience with captivating sights and sounds,
in the auditorium and throughout your lobby.

Projection
Entertain with Christie Solaria Series projectors
Powerful and high-performing, you can rely on Christie® Solaria® Series projectors
to present films exactly as the director intended. With a variety of format options,
including 2D and 3D projection, 2K and 4K resolution and higher frame rates,
projectors in this series work well with screens that range from 35 to 105 feet wide
and require 8000 to 34,000 lumens. You can choose the size, brightness level,
power level, lens and lamp options, and accessories to customize a solution that
fits any theater.
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The complete cinema experience

Optimize your projection
Christie Duo™
Delivers intensely-bright, largescreen images at a fraction of the
cost compared to current industry
solutions, giving you the flexibility
to build your own premium-brand
theater experience.
Christie Previsto™
High Frame Rate (HFR) technology
allows your projector to show
feature film and alternative
content, including 3D, that
is released at 48 or 60 frames
per second.
Christie ACT
Easily automate tasks and events
to adjust light dimmers, masking
motors, and control audio levels
or the projector and server from
any web-capable device on the
same network.
Christie IMB Solution
The integrated media block
(IMB-S2) comes with its own
dedicated network attached
storage (NAS-S2) device to
convert and deliver packaged
feature film content within
a secure, DCI-compliant
environment, with the highest
level of system performance,
reliability and flawless 4K and
HFR feature film projection.

Christie Avias-TMS
Increase your efficiency
by managing multiple projectors
and content from a central location
through a simple web interface.
Christie SKA-3D
Enables perfect 2D and 3D alternative
content playback from a single audio
and video cinema processor at a
reasonable price.

Christie digital Xenolite lamps (CDXLs)
Match a Xenolite® lamp with your Christie
Solaria projector for a low total cost of
operation, the highest image quality and
a guarantee against defects when used
with any Christie digital cinema projector.
Christie’s Superior Performance Xenolite
lamp series uses the latest in Xenon lamp
technology to provide more captivating
2D and 3D experiences, improved stability
and a longer life span in digital cinema
projection solutions.
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Audio
A complete audio solution
Christie® Vive Audio™ combines the superior audio qualities of ribbon driver
technology with the proven high performance of a line array speaker design to
provide enhanced clarity, dramatically reduced distortion and ultra-fast transient
response. Matched with powerful Class D amplification. Christie Vive Audio’s
expansive line of cinema-specific audio technologies are designed to support
any of the leading cinema audio formats including: Dolby® Atmos, 5.1 and 7.1
surround sound and Auro 11.1.

5.1 / 7.1

Screen channel speakers
The perfect choice for engaging and high-impact sound that
envelopes your audience. Using our exclusive ribbon driver
line array design, Christie screen channel speakers provide
enhanced clarity and coverage, improved dynamic range
and ultra-low distortion for the accurate reproduction of the
original source material.
Surround speakers
Christie’s line source surround speakers
feature a unique integrated waveguide
design to provide enhanced clarity and
reduced distortion. The inclusion of the
ribbon driver provides ultra-fast transient
response. Our line array surround speakers
offer the same benefits while also providing
perfect timbre matching and extremely
uniform coverage for a seamless listening
experience throughout the auditorium.
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The complete cinema experience

Christie CDA amplifiers
The Christie CDA line of professional amplifiers
offer a range of power options and high-speed
Class D architecture, delivering high power output
and efficiency for long-term, continuous operation.
Subwoofers
Christie Vive Audio subwoofers employ high-performance
components with an advanced design to deliver extremely
deep bass output with minimal distortion for powerful sound.
Our subwoofers can also be combined with our screen channel
speakers to create the ultimate full-range audio system.
Christie SKA-3D
A fully integrated DCI-compliant 16-channel
cinema processor that also includes a built-in
video scaler and consumer/broadcast audio
decoding for lossless formats such as Dolby
TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio®.
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Lobby
Draw them in, give them choice
From the moment they step inside your lobby, patrons expect to be
entertained and informed. Christie® solutions can enrich your lobby with
mouth-watering digital menu boards and dynamic digital box office displays.
Where clear, durable and near-seamless displays are a must, Christie’s range
of thin and elegant LCD panels will complement any environment with HD
content. Showcase feature film trailers with large-format Christie MicroTiles®
that can be arranged in a variety of sizes and shapes. With the option to
include interactivity, they give you creative freedom to engage your patrons.

In-lobby digital menu
boards at Rave Cinemas.
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The complete cinema experience

Services
Design, deploy, support
Imagine being alerted of a potential
issue and having it fixed before it
affects your customers. This is the kind
of peace of mind we provide. Working
alongside our national dealer network,
Christie Managed Services will help
design, deploy and support a custom
cinema solution that’s right for you and
your patrons.

With a decade of experience, backed
by our company’s 80 years of success in
the industry, Christie Managed Services
has the expertise to work for you.
System design
Installation
•	24/7 remote monitoring of all your
displays and supporting technologies
•	Phone support to walk you through
any technical issues
•	Parts management to ensure you have
the part you need, where and when
you need it
•
•

	
Our technicians can support a wide array
of manufacturers’ digital displays, projection
technology, audio equipment, servers,
switchers and networking products.

Christie. The complete
cinema experience
Christie has the projection, audio and digital signage solutions
you need to create a fully-engaging cinema experience for your
patrons – from the lobby to the theater – along with dedicated
support for optimal system performance.
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Corporate offices

Worldwide offices

Christie Digital Systems USA, Inc.
USA – Cypress
ph: 714 236 8610

Australia
ph: +61 (0) 7 3624 4888

France
ph: +33 (0) 1 41 21 44 04

Republic of South Africa
ph: +27 (0)11 510 0094

Brazil
ph: +55 (11) 2548 4753

Germany
ph: +49 2161 664540

Singapore
ph: +65 6877 8737

China (Beijing)
ph: +86 10 6561 0240

India
ph: +91 (080) 6708 9999

Spain
ph: +34 91 633 9990

Independent sales
consultant offices

China (Shanghai)
ph: +86 21 6278 7708

Japan (Tokyo)
ph: 81 3 3599 7481

United Arab Emirates
ph: +971 4 3206688

Italy
ph: +39 (0) 2 9902 1161

Eastern Europe and
Russian Federation
ph: +36 (0) 1 47 48 100

Korea (Seoul)
ph: +82 2 702 1601

United Kingdom
ph: +44 (0) 118 977 8000

Christie Digital Systems Canada Inc.
Canada – Kitchener
ph: 519 744 8005
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